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by

     The word “climate” isn’t spelled with a “lie” 
in it. However, whenthe word climate is spo-
ken, you can hear the “lie” in it.

     The quotes in this book are from 
the spoken words of political leaders. You can 
hear the “lies” in c(lie)mate, when they speak 
it.

     The phrase “climate change” has lost its 
meaning. Everything changes. 

     A better word in the climate debate is 
“chains,” defined as “shackles to enslave us.”

     Political leaders hide the truth about cli-
mate. Their c(lie)mate is filled with “the lies 
that enslave us.”

     Political leaders hide the truth about cli-
mate. Their c(lie)mate is filled with “the lies 
that enslave us.”

     Follow the links to set you free.

C(lie)mate Chains  = “the lies that enslave us”

A companion book you may enjoy is Look. Here Is The Deal, which exposes the bumblings 
and deceptions of the proponents of Global Warming and Climate Change. Book includes 
artwork by Dan Youra and FREE download BONUS.

Look Here Is The Deal book is for sale:
Paperback from Amazon and other stores for $10.00

Paperback purchase includes BONUS FREE download of book with links
Download digital book for $2.50 at LookHereIsTheDeal.com/download/

https://LookHereIsTheDeal.com/download/
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All rights reserved. No part of this book may be used or reproduced by any 
means, graphic, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying,
recording, taping, or by any information storage retrieval system without
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embodied in critical articles and reviews.
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“I command
   the climate
     to change.”

His Royal Highness, King Joe

FACT: To control the climate, Your Highness, you need to control the sun.
• Solar Cycles, Not Human Activity, Drive Earth’s Climate

https://www.academia.edu/33861319/UNSTOPPABLE_SOLAR_CYCLES_are_driving_forces_of_climate_not_human_activity_NATURE_UK_winter_is_killing_100_per_day_from_fuel_poverty_Decarbonization_is_The_Great_Scientific_Blunder_Of_Modern_Times_Paris_Accord_is_nugatory_or_worse_
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“America’s climate policy
 will be determined by
   scientists and experts,
    not politicians 
       and polluters.”

FACT:
Politicians will continue to determine 
America’s climate policy as long as they can 
milk the cash cow known as the carbon tax.
       • Global Warming Models Collapse

 Nancy Pelosi  (D–CA.)
                 Jan 27, 2021   

https://www.academia.edu/10969270/_GLOBAL_WARMING_MODELS_COLLAPSE_Predictions_fail_without_exception_Climate_fears_are_political_not_scientific_UN_IPCC_admits_that_climate_models_fail
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“Climate Change is
       an existential threat
                to our species.”

Kamala Harris
Vice Prez

FACT:
No. An existential threat to our species is the damage 
done to our lives and the planet by the ignorance of 
our leaders, who conjure policies based on myths, lies, 
voodoo, bribes, and wishful thinking.
*Impacts of Climate Change: Perception and Reality

https://www.thegwpf.org/content/uploads/2021/02/Goklany-EmpiricalTrends.pdf
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“The science tells us we have
      to spend $2 trillion to do 
         the things we need to do.”

FACT:
What? What? What science are you listening 
to? The global warming alarmists, who have 
not gotten one prediction right in 30 years? 
Or, the real scientists, who can help you to 
prepare the population with what people
will actually need to survive a decade or two 
of freezing temperatures. If you don’t prepare 
them for a frozen earth, John, how are you 
going to explain to them why you failed?
     • The Earth Is Actually Cooling

John Kerry, 
special presidential envoy 
for climate Jan 27, 2021

https://www.academia.edu/30336577/More_Than_1000_International_Scientists_Dissent_Over_Man_Made_Global_Warming_Claims_Scientists_Continue_to_Debunk_Fading_Consensus_in
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HELP
HAITI

HELP

HAITI
HELP
HAITI

HELP

HAITI

FACT: 
The Explainer-in-Chief muttered these words 
20 years ago. Society did fail to reduce CO2 gas 
and none of the scary threats happened.
             * Consensus Is Not 97%

If we fail to reduce the emission of
   greenhouse gases, deadly heat
     waves and droughts will become
      more frequent, coastal areas
                 will flood, and economies
                          will be disrupted.

State of the Union
Bill Clinton  (X-prez)
Jan 27, 2000   

https://www.academia.edu/18879451/WHAT_IS_THE_CONSENSUS_ON_CLIMATE_CHANGE_IF_NOT_97_New_book_reveals_UN_threatened_dismissal_of_working_scientists_who_concluded_No_study_to_date_has_positively_attributed_all_or_part_of_observed_climate_change_to_anthropogenic_i_e_man_made_causes_
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“The Climate Crisis is a
   National Emergency.”

FACT:
There is no climate crisis. The national emergency 
is to get the politicians to stop their incessant lying 
about carbon dioxide in order to justify taxing citi-
zens with phony allegations that citizens are causing 
global warming due to their profligate live style. What 
is needed is a new climate in Washington, DC, where 
common sense replaces ignorance.
   • Leading Scientists Debunk CO2 Causing Heating

Chuck Schumer D–N.Y.)
                      Feb 1, 2021   

https://www.academia.edu/10969270/_GLOBAL_WARMING_MODELS_COLLAPSE_Predictions_fail_without_exception_Climate_fears_are_political_not_scientific_UN_IPCC_admits_that_climate_models_fail
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“The impact of climate change
      will reduce the planet to
             bacteria and maybe 
                         a few plants.”

  Jerry Nadler  (D–N.Y.)
                  Sep 21, 2019   

FACT:
Listen to Jerry. He knows. • Climate Change: An Imagined Problem

https://www.academia.edu/31667034/DECEPTION_Is_climate_change_an_imagined_problem_that_unlike_catastrophic_global_warming_is_not_falsifiable_Karl_Popper_SCIENCE_AS_FALSIFICATION_
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“We need an
   Apollo Project-like 
     approach to
       climate change.”

Adam Schiff  (D–CA.)
                    Jan 4, 2021   

FACT:
Good idea. We can load all the politicians 
who lie about climate change into an 
Apollo spacecraft and blast them to the 
moon. Climate problem solved!
• Comprehensive Attack on Man-Made 
Global Warming

https://www.academia.edu/41194824/NEW_CLOUD_RESEARCH_exposes_Obama_lie_the_science_is_settled_and_debate_is_over_Alarmist_models_fail_Temperatures_decline_Uncertainty_abounds
https://www.academia.edu/41194824/NEW_CLOUD_RESEARCH_exposes_Obama_lie_the_science_is_settled_and_debate_is_over_Alarmist_models_fail_Temperatures_decline_Uncertainty_abounds
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FACT:
The climate terrorists are the politicians, who never 
stop beating the drums of terror and fear into the 
minds of their citizens in order to continue the 
charade that catastrophic warming is the fault of 
the public, who must therefore pay guilt money in 
taxes for their use of CO2 causing the end of the 
world. • More Than 1000 International Scientists

“Climate change
    is directly related
       to the growth
           of terrorism. ”

Hillary Clinton  
Former Secretary of State   

https://www.academia.edu/39131369/The_GREEN_NEW_DEAL_is_futile_THE_EARTH_IS_COOLING_NOT_WARMING_Australian_and_Dutch_voters_reject_climate_action_from_climate_hysteria_MAJOR_SHIFT_IN_PUBLIC_SKEPTICISM_OF_SHODDY_CLIMATE_SCIENCE
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FACT:
The greatest threat to future generations 
are the willful lies of politicians who tax 
citizens for exhaling a gas that is benefi-
cial to humans. Governments should be 
paying citizens for generating CO2.
   • Cloud Research Exposes Obama Lie

“No challenge poses a greater 
threat to future generations
than climate change.”

State of the Union 
Barack Obama (X-prez)
Jan 15, 2015   

https://www.academia.edu/41194824/NEW_CLOUD_RESEARCH_exposes_Obama_lie_the_science_is_settled_and_debate_is_over_Alarmist_models_fail_Temperatures_decline_Uncertainty_abounds
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FACT:
The existential crisis of our lifetime is the 
ignorance of the politicians, who don’t 
understand 5th grade science. Their 
dreaded villain, carbon dioxide, helps the 
planet by growing food. More CO2. More food.
        • 90 Italian Scientists: No Climate Crisis

“Climate change is
         the existential crisis
                of our lifetime.”

Cory Booker  (D–N.J.)
Aug 21, 2019   

https://www.academia.edu/39179961/A_Comprehensive_Attack_on_Man_made_Global_Warming_AGW_Many_scientists_refute_AGW_with_facts_data_and_research_and_see_AGW_as_a_psychological_and_social_phenomenon_backed_by_no_solid_scientific_evidence_
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FACT:
No, George. 
There is no climate emergency. 
The threat to the world is from leaders, 
who suffer from a mental disorder 
known as “carbonphobia”, 
i.e., a fear of carbon. 
Lighten up. Get some therapy.
     • 300 European Scientists: No Crisis

“The climate emergency
  will determine
   the fate of the world.”

George Soros 
Jan 20, 2020   

https://www.academia.edu/40843869/Renewables_sinking_the_climate_change_ship_as_transition_increases_household_poverty_90_Italian_scientists_petition_governments_to_back_off_as_there_is_no_climate_crisis?pls=RWLSv4V2xG6
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“Climate Change
     is the existential
        threat of our time.”

Elizabeth Warren  (D–MA.)
                              Jan 3, 2021   

FACT:
No. The existential threat of our time is the conceited 
arrogance of politicians, who demonstrate their 
ignorance everyday when they exhale carbon 
dioxide at 48,000 parts per million (ppm) in each 
breath, while they lecture the public about the 
dangers of increasing CO2 levels in the atmosphere 
from 300 ppm to 400 ppm. More ppm is good.
                      • Global Cooling Is Here

https://www.academia.edu/9561956/To_The_Horror_Of_Global_Warming_Alarmists_Global_Cooling_Is_Here_SUN_CRASHES_RECORD_COLD_in_China_Central_Europe_Mid_West_North_East_with_early_snow_worst_in_100_years_Antarctic_massive_ice_expansion_Climate_models_are_fairy_tales
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“I am so pleased to be on this
    telephone call with Greta Thunberg.”
                        said Maxine Waters.
  “She has been the greatest
     advocate for what is
      happening with our climate
        and the environment.”

Maxine Waters  (D–CA.)
                        Jan 4, 2020   

FACT:
One problem. It wasn’t 
Greta on the phone. 
It was a Russian prankster.
    • The Climate Change Hoax

https://www.academia.edu/41515989/The_Climate_Change_Hoax?pls=RWLSv4V2xG6
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“I’m very worried
       because the 
         climate change
   clock is ticking.”

Ilhan Omar  (D–MN.)
                 Feb 29, 2020   

FACT:
The climate change clock has been ticking for millions 
of years. It is ticking now. And, guess what? It will go 
on ticking as long as Earth is still spinning. No need to 
worry! What politicians are invited to worry about is 
their arrogance that makes them think humans either 
cause the changes or can do anything about them.
            • Record Colds Impugn IPCC Predictions 

https://www.academia.edu/20657473/New_CLIMATE_research_shows_Arctic_Sea_Ice_Increasing_for_11_years_RECORD_COLD_WINTERS_across_the_US_Europe_and_Asia_impugn_IPCC_predictions_of_MILDER_WINTERS_WITHOUT_SNOW_
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Alexandria Ocasio Cortez  (D–N.Y.)
                                        Aug 28, 2019   

FACT:
“The rise of the sea level does not depend on ocean 
temperature, much less on the atmospheric carbon 
dioxide (CO2) level.” (Source: Professor S Fred Singer, 
atmospheric and space scientist)
                 • The Green New Deal is Futile

“Climate change
       will cause
            every coastal city
                 to go underwater.”

https://www.academia.edu/39131369/The_GREEN_NEW_DEAL_is_futile_THE_EARTH_IS_COOLING_NOT_WARMING_Australian_and_Dutch_voters_reject_climate_action_from_climate_hysteria_MAJOR_SHIFT_IN_PUBLIC_SKEPTICISM_OF_SHODDY_CLIMATE_SCIENCE
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Patty Murray  (D–WA.)
                    Aug 1, 2014   FACT:

When climate change is finally accepted 
as the hoax it is, the most serious ramifi-
cation for the federal budget will be the 
loss of the carbon tax dollars, which are 
conned from taxpayers every year.
      • Scientists Refute Global Warming

“Climate change
   will have serious
     ramifications for
      our economy and
       the federal budget.”

https://www.academia.edu/39179961/A_Comprehensive_Attack_on_Man_made_Global_Warming_AGW_Many_scientists_refute_AGW_with_facts_data_and_research_and_see_AGW_as_a_psychological_and_social_phenomenon_backed_by_no_solid_scientific_evidence_
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“Climate change is real.
     It is caused by 
         human activity ”

Bernie Sanders  (D–VT.)
                      June 2, 2016

FACT:
Not exactly. The fear of climate change is real.
It is caused by the lies and fear mongering of 
politicians, who won’t take the time to learn the 
facts or don’t want to know the facts.
             • NASA: The Earth Is Actually Cooling

https://www.academia.edu/37664273/_THE_EARTH_IS_ACTUALLY_COOLING_NASA_says_due_to_low_sun_activity_Record_Plunge_despite_Rising_Co2_The_0_8_C_increase_over_140_years_is_too_small_and_within_the_range_of_natural_variability_to_constitute_human_made_global_warming
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“Climate Change
    is the threat 
      that transcends
          all others.”

James Clapper, Spy
       (Dec 17, 2020)
                            

FACT:
The only threat that transcends all others is how 
governments continue to play the “Chicken Little 
CO2” card in order to con more taxes from 
citizens to build more bloated budgets to promote 
more bogus stories about how “the sky is falling.”
          • Climate Change: Imaginary Problem

https://www.academia.edu/31667034/DECEPTION_Is_climate_change_an_imagined_problem_that_unlike_catastrophic_global_warming_is_not_falsifiable_Karl_Popper_SCIENCE_AS_FALSIFICATION_?email_work_card=reading-history
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“Geoengineering could
   potentially help reverse
    the warming effects of
      global climate change. 

John Brennan  (Spy)                            
July 25, 2016   

FACT:
That might be true, John. However, NASA fore-
casts that the earth is in for a decade of global 
cooling – not global warming.
               • Global Warming Scam

https://www.academia.edu/40377384/THE_GLOBAL_WARMING_SCAM_by_Vincent_Gray_free_pdf_My_annotations_added_The_global_warming_scam_is_the_result_of_the_widespread_belief_in_a_new_religion_based_on_the_deification_of_a_nebulous_entity_The_Environment_
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“We need to put
      a price
          on carbon.”

Al Gore, former V-Prez and
instigator of global chaos

FACT:
A price on carbon? What? 
Twenty-three percent of the human body 
is carbon. The body obtains that carbon 
from the food it consumes. Hey, Al, would 
we have to pay for the carbon our bodies 
use to survive? Would we pay monthly or 
yearly? Where do we send our checks?
• Chicanery Demonizing CO2 as pollution

https://www.academia.edu/44884880/SCIENTIFIC_CHICANERY_demonizing_CO2_as_carbon_pollution_using_mangled_definitions_of_key_science_terms_is_Humpty_Dumpty_and_George_Orwell_Newspeak_working_in_tandem?email_work_card=reading-history
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“The climate crisis represents
     one of the greatest threats
          to our nation’s interests
                  and the wellbeing
                         of its people.”

Steny Hoyer (D–Md)

FACT:
Au contraire, the climate crisis represents the greatest 
opportunity fabricated by control driven politicians to 
dumb down citizens into accepting lies and platitudes  
about the guilt they must bear for their roles in 
causing the alleged demise of planet Earth.
                     • Solar Cycles Drive Climate

https://www.academia.edu/33861319/UNSTOPPABLE_SOLAR_CYCLES_are_driving_forces_of_climate_not_human_activity_NATURE_UK_winter_is_killing_100_per_day_from_fuel_poverty_Decarbonization_is_The_Great_Scientific_Blunder_Of_Modern_Times_Paris_Accord_is_nugatory_or_worse_
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“The loss of life and economic misery caused by this 
pandemic are on par with what will happen regularly 
if we do not eliminate the world’s carbon emissions.”

Bill Gates, Guru 
Aug 5, 2020   

FACT:
Human farts are 10-30% carbon dioxide. 
Bill, it will be a challenge to eliminate those emissions. 
Unless maybe someone could conjure a virus or a 
vaccine to eliminate them!
                  • Fossil Fuel is “Green Energy”

https://www.academia.edu/30545934/Fossil_Fuel_Is_Green_Energy_because_CO2_is_Plant_Food_Brad_Trost_Most_Tories_dont_believe_in_human_caused_climate_change_pdf
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“We are in a planetary emergency. Take this virus 
  as Earth’s slap on our collective face. 
  Treat the pandemic as a warning from the planet
   about climate change.”

Michael Moore, film maker  
Planet of the Humans 

FACT:
“Emergency” Yes. “Warning” Yes. 
However, “Slap on the face” is too mild 
to describe the climate disasters ahead. 
No, not global warming! 
NASA predicts 10 to 15 years of 
freezing cold weather. Expect crop losses, 
food shortages, hypothermia.
            • Climate Corruption

https://www.academia.edu/40107819/CLIMATE_CORRUPTION_spurs_a_fake_global_warming_crisis_by_waging_war_on_carbon_Lies_conflating_Co2_with_pollution_make_fossil_fuels_the_enemy_Fearsome_yet_false_predictions_of_sea_rise_cause_a_group_think_panic_like_yelling_FIRE_in_a_crowded_theater
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How
 Dare You? 

Greta Thunberg                              
Rant to United Nations
Sept 23, 2019   

FACT:
Greta, I double dare you to escape from the brainwashing and 
indoctrination you are subjected to by your captors. 
• Climate Change is Natural

https://www.academia.edu/15271494/_NATURE_WINS_AS_WORLD_IS_GAINING_TREES_FROM_INCREASED_C02_FERTILIZATION_and_cooling_rainfall_reversing_loss_of_biomass_Global_warming_fears_reversed_Climate_Change_is_Natural
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28 LINKS to hundreds of research 
reports by professional scientists. 
Many of the documents and reports 
are compilations of other scientific 
studies. Therefor the number of 
links is only a small percentage of 
the actual number of studies.

Learn from these links:
  •  Why global warming is labeled:
 LIE
 SCAM
 HOAX
 CORRUPT
 IMAGINARY
 CHICANERY  
  • Why the 97% was never true
  • 2000 scientists reject warming
  • Evidence for the Cooling
  • Outlandish claims of leaders
  • Why fossil fuel is green

 

HUNDRED OF LINKS TO SCIENTIFIC REPORTS

https://www.academia.edu/33861319/UNSTOPPABLE_SOLAR_CYCLES_are_driving_forces_of_climate_not_human_activity_NATURE_UK_winter_is_killing_100_per_day_from_fuel_poverty_Decarbonization_is_The_Great_Scientific_Blunder_Of_Modern_Times_Paris_Accord_is_nugatory_or_worse_
https://www.thegwpf.org/content/uploads/2021/02/Goklany-EmpiricalTrends.pdf
https://www.academia.edu/30336577/More_Than_1000_International_Scientists_Dissent_Over_Man_Made_Global_Warming_Claims_Scientists_Continue_to_Debunk_Fading_Consensus_in
https://www.academia.edu/10969270/_GLOBAL_WARMING_MODELS_COLLAPSE_Predictions_fail_without_exception_Climate_fears_are_political_not_scientific_UN_IPCC_admits_that_climate_models_fail
https://www.academia.edu/10969270/_GLOBAL_WARMING_MODELS_COLLAPSE_Predictions_fail_without_exception_Climate_fears_are_political_not_scientific_UN_IPCC_admits_that_climate_models_fail
https://www.academia.edu/41194824/NEW_CLOUD_RESEARCH_exposes_Obama_lie_the_science_is_settled_and_debate_is_over_Alarmist_models_fail_Temperatures_decline_Uncertainty_abounds
https://www.academia.edu/31667034/DECEPTION_Is_climate_change_an_imagined_problem_that_unlike_catastrophic_global_warming_is_not_falsifiable_Karl_Popper_SCIENCE_AS_FALSIFICATION_
https://www.academia.edu/18879451/WHAT_IS_THE_CONSENSUS_ON_CLIMATE_CHANGE_IF_NOT_97_New_book_reveals_UN_threatened_dismissal_of_working_scientists_who_concluded_No_study_to_date_has_positively_attributed_all_or_part_of_observed_climate_change_to_anthropogenic_i_e_man_made_causes_
https://www.academia.edu/39131369/The_GREEN_NEW_DEAL_is_futile_THE_EARTH_IS_COOLING_NOT_WARMING_Australian_and_Dutch_voters_reject_climate_action_from_climate_hysteria_MAJOR_SHIFT_IN_PUBLIC_SKEPTICISM_OF_SHODDY_CLIMATE_SCIENCE
https://www.academia.edu/41515989/The_Climate_Change_Hoax?pls=RWLSv4V2xG6
https://www.academia.edu/39179961/A_Comprehensive_Attack_on_Man_made_Global_Warming_AGW_Many_scientists_refute_AGW_with_facts_data_and_research_and_see_AGW_as_a_psychological_and_social_phenomenon_backed_by_no_solid_scientific_evidence_
https://www.academia.edu/40843869/Renewables_sinking_the_climate_change_ship_as_transition_increases_household_poverty_90_Italian_scientists_petition_governments_to_back_off_as_there_is_no_climate_crisis?pls=RWLSv4V2xG6
https://www.academia.edu/41194824/NEW_CLOUD_RESEARCH_exposes_Obama_lie_the_science_is_settled_and_debate_is_over_Alarmist_models_fail_Temperatures_decline_Uncertainty_abounds
https://www.academia.edu/9561956/To_The_Horror_Of_Global_Warming_Alarmists_Global_Cooling_Is_Here_SUN_CRASHES_RECORD_COLD_in_China_Central_Europe_Mid_West_North_East_with_early_snow_worst_in_100_years_Antarctic_massive_ice_expansion_Climate_models_are_fairy_tales
https://www.academia.edu/39131369/The_GREEN_NEW_DEAL_is_futile_THE_EARTH_IS_COOLING_NOT_WARMING_Australian_and_Dutch_voters_reject_climate_action_from_climate_hysteria_MAJOR_SHIFT_IN_PUBLIC_SKEPTICISM_OF_SHODDY_CLIMATE_SCIENCE
https://www.academia.edu/20657473/New_CLIMATE_research_shows_Arctic_Sea_Ice_Increasing_for_11_years_RECORD_COLD_WINTERS_across_the_US_Europe_and_Asia_impugn_IPCC_predictions_of_MILDER_WINTERS_WITHOUT_SNOW_
https://www.academia.edu/37664273/_THE_EARTH_IS_ACTUALLY_COOLING_NASA_says_due_to_low_sun_activity_Record_Plunge_despite_Rising_Co2_The_0_8_C_increase_over_140_years_is_too_small_and_within_the_range_of_natural_variability_to_constitute_human_made_global_warming
https://www.academia.edu/39179961/A_Comprehensive_Attack_on_Man_made_Global_Warming_AGW_Many_scientists_refute_AGW_with_facts_data_and_research_and_see_AGW_as_a_psychological_and_social_phenomenon_backed_by_no_solid_scientific_evidence_
https://www.academia.edu/31667034/DECEPTION_Is_climate_change_an_imagined_problem_that_unlike_catastrophic_global_warming_is_not_falsifiable_Karl_Popper_SCIENCE_AS_FALSIFICATION_?email_work_card=reading-history
https://www.academia.edu/40377384/THE_GLOBAL_WARMING_SCAM_by_Vincent_Gray_free_pdf_My_annotations_added_The_global_warming_scam_is_the_result_of_the_widespread_belief_in_a_new_religion_based_on_the_deification_of_a_nebulous_entity_The_Environment_
https://www.academia.edu/33861319/UNSTOPPABLE_SOLAR_CYCLES_are_driving_forces_of_climate_not_human_activity_NATURE_UK_winter_is_killing_100_per_day_from_fuel_poverty_Decarbonization_is_The_Great_Scientific_Blunder_Of_Modern_Times_Paris_Accord_is_nugatory_or_worse_
https://www.academia.edu/44884880/SCIENTIFIC_CHICANERY_demonizing_CO2_as_carbon_pollution_using_mangled_definitions_of_key_science_terms_is_Humpty_Dumpty_and_George_Orwell_Newspeak_working_in_tandem?email_work_card=reading-history
https://www.academia.edu/30545934/Fossil_Fuel_Is_Green_Energy_because_CO2_is_Plant_Food_Brad_Trost_Most_Tories_dont_believe_in_human_caused_climate_change_pdf
https://www.academia.edu/40107819/CLIMATE_CORRUPTION_spurs_a_fake_global_warming_crisis_by_waging_war_on_carbon_Lies_conflating_Co2_with_pollution_make_fossil_fuels_the_enemy_Fearsome_yet_false_predictions_of_sea_rise_cause_a_group_think_panic_like_yelling_FIRE_in_a_crowded_theater
https://www.academia.edu/15271494/_NATURE_WINS_AS_WORLD_IS_GAINING_TREES_FROM_INCREASED_C02_FERTILIZATION_and_cooling_rainfall_reversing_loss_of_biomass_Global_warming_fears_reversed_Climate_Change_is_Natural
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                “Best conservative editorial cartoonist 
                              in the USA today”
                                      – Dorothy Hamilton Richardson

R E V I E W S

”fun, witty and very unique.     ”beautifully portrayed political cartoons    ”entertaining!”        
              – Reince Priebus        – Cathy McMorris Rodgers               – Mitt Romney 

”good job. very Interesting!”    “thanks for sharing your talents”     “witty, sometimes acerbic”                     
         – Ron Paul                                      – Paul Ryan                     – Rob McKenna

I L L U S T R A T O R

 COSMIC MECHANICS   SOLAR ALMANAC           I LOVE HOT DOGS     
    OSWALD HOOT                         SOLAR ALCOHOL                  JOEY & THE THREEEP     
      COLD WAR      IMMUNITY   WILKE READER  
     MANAGING IS EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS
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A companion book you may enjoy is Look. Here Is The Deal, which exposes the 
bumblings and deceptions of the proponents of Global Warming and Climate 
Change. Book includes artwork by Dan Youra and FREE download BONUS.

Look Here Is The Deal book is for sale:
Paperback from Amazon and other stores for $10.00

Paperback purchase includes BONUS FREE download of book with links
Download digital book for $2.50 at LookHereIsTheDeal.com/download/

https://LookHereIsTheDeal.com/download/
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